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Raman and/or infrared(IR) bandshape analysis to probe

molecular dynamics in liquids has become a rapidly expanding

field of study in recent years. Determination of spinning

and tumbling diffusion constants, D1 and Dl, which

characterize the reorientation of symmetric-top molecules

has been successfully studied in a number of D6h and D3h

molecules. For molecules of C3V symmetry, however, previous

attempts to extract spinning diffusion constants from Raman

doubly degenerate vibrations (E modes) have proved

unsuccessful. Presented here is a new methodology which

resolves the problems encountered by former researchers

through calculation of D, utilizing the narrower Lorentzian

component of E vibrations.

Raman bandshape analysis of E modes to extract spinning

diffusion constants for molecules of C3V symmetry has been

accomplished first on methyl iodide. Further study extended

to methyl iodide-d3 has confirmed the capability of this

approach. Both the magnitudes and temperature dependence of

D1 are in excellent agreement with those predicted by the

free rotor model of molecular reorientation. At room



temperature, consistent results were obtained from different

Raman E modes and IR data for methyl iodide. Values of D1

for methyl iodide-d3 obtained from Raman bandwidths also

agree, to within experimental error, with those calculated

from 2D NMR spin-lattice relaxation times. The extent of

difference in spinning rates between methyl iodide and

methyl iodide-d3, as exhibited from the values of DI, is

consistent with the relative spinning moments of inertia of

these two molecules.

The capability of this technique was further assessed

by measuring the internal rotation rate of the methyl group

in 1,1,1-trichloroethane. Results calculated from Raman E

mode bandshapes are comparable to those determined from 13C

NMR dipole-dipole relaxation times and yield rotational

barrier heights of approximately 2.0 kcal/mol for the methyl

rotor. Experimental values of diffusion constants indicate

a nearly isotropic reorientation which is expected from the

molecular shape of trichloroethane.
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CHAPTER I

GENERAL INTRODUCTION AND EXPERIMENTAL

A. Studies of Molecular Dynamics in Liquids

While molecular motions in gas phase systems are well

understood and applied to explain a variety of gaseous

chemical processes, the dynamics of molecular liquids still

remains a challenging field of study. Owing to strong

intermolecular interactions, there exists no strictly valid

theory to explain the complex motional behavior in liquids.

However, a great number of efforts have been made for years

with the aim of providing a microscopic basis for

understanding the chemical reactions that occur in liquids.

One of the significant advances in these efforts is the

application of spectroscopic methods to study dynamics of

molecular liquids. The pioneering work can be ascribed to

Gordon's approach1 relating quantitatively the infrared (IR)

linewidth to molecular rotations via the Heisenberg

presentation which leads to the definition of time

correlation functions. Depending on various experimental

techniques, the correlation functions for different motions

can be used to measure related molecular properties. Raman

and IR spectroscopy are two of these spectroscopic methods,

and the properties of concern are polarizability and dipole

1
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moment respectively. The motions involved are molecular

reorientations and vibrations.

One major part in studies of liquid-phase molecular

dynamics is to determine the dynamic parameters, using the

concept of rotational diffusion, which characterize the

anisotropic motions (reorientation) experienced by molecules

of axial symmetry (symmetric-top molecules). In recent

years, molecules of D6h2 ' 3 or D3h4 ~7 symmetry have been

successfully studied by a number of researchers. These

results provide an evaluation of the validity of assumptions

of current theoretical models describing the rotational

diffusion of molecules in condensed phases.

However, all earlier attempts~11 to study molecules of

C3V symmetry prior to this research were unsuccessful. 
We

have developed a new technique, utilizing Raman bandshapes

of degenerate vibrational modes (E modes) to evaluate

spinning rates,12-14 which can be employed to study

reorientational motions for a series of C3V molecules. It

is expected that more information will be obtained to get a

clearer comprehension of molecular dynamics in liquids.

B. Line Broadening. Bandshape Analysis, and Curve-fitting

The difference in gaseous and liquid-phase spectra has

attracted IR and Raman spectroscopists' attention for years.

Of particular interest is the acquisition of information

about molecular motions from the bandwidth increment or
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linebroadening of the liquid-phase band profiles. Bandshape

analysis is the technique employed to determine dynamic

parameters through spectral bandwidths. Curve-fitting

procedures are required to analyze overlapped and doubly

degenerate band profiles.

1. Bandshape and Molecular Dynamics

Vibrational band shapes are a consequence of the

thermal molecular motions. In general, the spectral lines

can be broadened by both molecular vibrational and

rotational relaxation.15 ,16 The relaxation process in Raman

and IR spectroscopy is the dispersion of the excess energy

of the excited oscillators to molecular motions in the

condensed phase. The lifetime, T, during which this

reequilibration process proceeds leads to a broadening or

bandwidth increment, A,, of the vibrational line as

predicted by the energy-time uncertainty principle17

r"AE -n or T A. e 1 [1]

As a result, a frequency distribution around the

unperturbed vibrational frequency is exhibited and this

gives rise to a band profile. The extent to which a

vibration band is broadened is governed by the relaxation

process which in turn is dominated by the dynamic effects or

the molecular motions. Consequently, the vibrational band
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profile serves as a probe of the molecular dynamics.

2. Bandshape Analysis and Curve-fitting

Implied by eq. 1 is an equivalent relationship between

the bandwidth increment and relaxation time expressed as

T = (Ao)-1 [2]

Qualitatively, a fast motion results in a fast relaxation (a

short T) and, therefore, a large bandwidth increment is

exhibited in the spectral band profile. Gordon's work,1'18

as mentioned earlier, was a milestone in studies of

molecular dynamics. In recent years, analysis of Raman

and/or IR bandshapes to determine, in a quantitative way,

dynamic properties of molecules has become a rapidly

expanding field of study.

One major obstacle to bandshape analysis is the overlap

of band contours of different vibrational modes due to a

high extent of linebroadening. Fundamental vibrational

bands, which overlap, through Fermi resonance, with

overtones or combination bands arising from vibrational

anharmonicity, usually prevent their use in bandshape

studies. The band overlap due to line broadening resulting

from various factors including hot bands, isotope

splittings, poor resolutions, etc., also makes analyses

difficult. In studies of reorientations of methyl iodide,
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band overlap between the symmetric and antisymmetric CH3

stretching vibrations is a result of the high extent of line

broadening caused by the fast rotations of the methyl group.

In order to get the true bandwidth, these problems must

be solved by curve-fitting procedures with proper models

based on theoretical and/or available experimental data to

disentangle these band contours. As for the doubly

degenerate vibrational band, which contains two peaks at the

same position but with different bandwidths, curve-fitting

is required in order to get spectral parameters for each

component. Detailed procedures of curve-fitting to get

spectral parameters and treatments of various overlapping

problems are presented in Chapters III.

C. Reorientation in Symmetric-top molecules

1. Rotations and Symmetry of Molecules

Depending on the symmetry of the molecule in

consideration, there are as many as three different

rotations about the three orthogonal principal molecular

axes. The simplest type of molecule is the spherical or

spherical-top molecule in which all three rotations are

identical. Therefore, the motion of a spherical-top

molecule is isotropic and can be characterized by only one

dynamic parameter. Molecules of tetrahedral or octahedral

point groups are typical spherical molecules.

The other extreme is the asymmetric-top molecule.
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Since rotations about the three axes are all different for

molecules of this type, there is usually too little

information to determine the rates of these rotations.

A symmetric-top molecule is a molecule of axial

symmetry which has at least a three-fold symmetry axis. For

a symmetric-top molecule, two of the three rotations are

identical and its anisotropic motion is classified into

spinning (parallel) and tumbling (perpendicular) motions

which are rotations about axes parallel and perpendicular to

the principal symmetry axis respectively. The semi-axial

lengths in a symmetric-top molecule are given by a, b, and

c, where b and c are equal. The axial ratio, p = b/a or

c/a, plays a very important role in characterizing rotations

of symmetric-top molecules. Most theories of molecular

rotations treat prolate molecules (p < 1) and oblate

molecules (p > 1) in different ways.

2. Reorientation

The term reorientation is used to describe the

orientational motion of a vector which lies along the chosen

axis (z-axis for example). It is readily seen that rotation

about the z-axis itself will leave the vector invariant.

Only rotations around x- and y-axes result in change of the

orientation of this vector. In other words, the

reorientational motion describes the angle-change for a

molecule-fixed axis arises from rotations of the molecule
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about the other two axes.

In theoretical treatments of rotational relaxation in

Raman or IR spectroscopy, the relative transition moment

(polarizability or dipole moment) is considered as a tensor

positioned along a molecular-fixed axis. Since rotational

relaxation is angle dependent, it is related to the angular

fluctuations of the chosen axis of the tensor. For this

reason, rotational relaxation is identified with molecular

reorientational fluctuations. Therefore, reorientation is a

type of rotational motion with emphasis on the change of

angle (orientation) of the chosen molecular axis (i.e., the

vector in consideration) relative to external coordinate

frame.

3. Diffusion Constants and Rotational diffusion

The reorientation of a symmetric-top molecule is

characterized by spinning and tumbling motions. The rates

of these motions are expressed as spinning and tumbling

"diffusion" constants (DI and Dl) respectively. The concept

of rotational diffusion originates from Debye's approach19

in which the reorientational motion was treated as

rotational Brownian motion.

By analogy to the Stokes-Einstein law20 which describes

the diffusion of translational Brownian particles in a

continuous medium opposed by a frictional force, Debye

proposed that the rotational diffusion constants, Dr, for a
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spherical partical by the expression:

Dr = kT/8ira3 n [3]

In this expression, which is known as the Stokes-Einstein-

Debye (SED) theory, k is the Boltzmann's constant, T is the

temperature, a is the hydrodynamic radius of the particle,

and n is the shear viscosity of the medium.

In the hydrodynamical view of molecules rotating within

a continuous fluid, it is assumed that the molecule

undergoes small, random jumps about its three axes, each of

which is characterized by a rotational diffusion constant

(Di, i = x, y, z). The r.m.s. angle of rotation during an

interval, At, is given by2 1 ,2 2 :

<AO>rm = <AO.2>1/2 = (2DiAt)1/ 2  [4]

The value of At required for <AO>rm9 to reach one radian is

defined as the correlation time, T0; i.e., the time required

for a molecule to rotate about 600.

For symmetric-top molecules with the z-axis chosen

along the principal symmetry axis, the rotational diffusion

constants characterizing the reorientation as

and D =Dy =D 
[5]

DZ= D [6]
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D. Lorentzian Bands and Fourier Transforms

It is generally found that the Raman and IR vibrational

lineshapes in liquids are well characterized by Lorentzian

lines. Theories of small-step rotational diffusion
19

predict that the frequency distribution of spectral

intensities is given by a Lorentzian bandshape,23 ,24 I((a)Lor'

expressed as

I(0)Lor = A{l + ((w - o)/A)2}-1 [7)

where A is the peak intensity at the peak center, o; and A

is the half width at wo.

Fourier transformation is a mathematical technique

which can be applied to convert the power spectrum, .1(a), to

its counterpart in the time domain, f (t), by the

expression 2 5

f(t) = I(&)e'"* d [8]

Inverse Fourier transformation of f(t) will convert it back

to I(e)

I() = 1..Df(t)e-i"cet dt (9)
27 -w

Since Fourier transform of eq. 7 (a Lorentzian peak) gives

an exponential function and inverse Fourier transform of an
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exponential function in the time domain yields a Lorentzian

as presented in Chapter II, a Lorentzian band represents an

exponential decay of a dynamic process. The time-domain

function describing a dynamic process, such as Raman

vibrational and rotational relaxation, is identified with

the correlation function for this process.
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CHAPTER II

THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

A. Raman Spectroscopy

The Raman effect, named in honor of its discoverer C.

V. Raman1'2 , is an inelastic light-scattering phenomenon in

nature. In this process, the incident optical photon is

absorbed by an atom of the molecule through dipole

interaction with the electronic level and then is followed

by a spontaneous photon emission as depicted in Figure 1.

When it experiences an electric field, the electron

cloud in a molecule is periodically perturbed and

redistributed relative to the nuclear framework. This

distortion of electron cloud results in an induced,

alternating dipole moment. The polarization, P, defined as

the induced dipole moment per unit volume, is proportional

to the incident electromagnetic field, E, and can be

expressed as

P = aE [10]

where a is the polarizability of the material. The electric

field associated with the incident beam of frequency v 0 can

be written in its time-dependent form, according to the

13
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classical electromagnetic theory, as3

E = Eocos(2ffvot) [11]

where E. is the magnitude of the external electromagnetic

wave. In this case, the polarization will fluctuate as

P = aEocos(2nvt) [12]

The Raman effect results from the variation of the

polarizability, a, at the frequency of the normal. mode of

the molecular vibration and a can be expressed as

a = ao + Eakcos( 2 fvkt) [13]

The first term, ao, expresses the static polarizability for

the molecule with a fixed nuclear position. The summation

term expresses the polarizability changes which arise from

the time-dependent normal modes of the molecule, and Vk is

the frequency of the kth vibration. Substituting the above

expression for a into eq. 12 gives

P = a0 Eacos (2 nv t) +

(EO/2)Eak{cos[2n(vO+vk)t] + cos[2ir(vo - vk)t]} [14]

The first term gives rise to Rayleigh scattering describing
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a classical dipole radiating at frequency v0 (see Figure 1).

The second term contains two frequency-shifted radiations at

frequencies v0 + Vk and vo - Vk known as anti-Stokes and

Stokes Raman scattering respectively.

B. Correlation Functions

The application of spectroscopic methods to studies of

molecular motions is based on the Wiener-Khintchine4 theorem

which states that, for any dynamic process, the power

spectrum, I(e), of this process and the corresponding time

correlation function, f(t), are mutual Fourier transforms as

mentioned in Chapter I. On one hand, these correlation

functions can be obtained by numerical Fourier transform of

experimental band contours; on the other hand, they can be

predicted by theoretical modeling. Therefore, such

correlation functions, which are rigorously defined in time-

dependent statistical mechanics5-9, provide an important

link with theoretical studies of molecular dynamics in the

condensed phase.

Raman and IR techniques are utilized to study

reorientational motions which has been the subject of

numerous bandshape measurements in liquids to date.

Reorientational correlation functions of the polarizability

and dipole moment derived from the small-step rotational

diffusion theory 0 are widely used to determine rotational

diffusion constants from spectral bandwidths.
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1. General Aspects

The relation between the power spectrum and the rate of

energy dissipation by a system exposed to perturbation by an

external electromagnetic field is established by the

fluctuation-dissipation theorem5'11 which leads to the

correlation function expressed in a one-sided average form
12

f(t) = <m(O)m(t)> (15)

where m(t) is defined as a tensor along the vibrational-

rotational transition moment of the molecule.

In IR absorption, m(t) is identified with the

first-rank dipole moment tensor (a vector), p('). The

dipole moment correlation function, fp(t), is

fp(t) = <p(O)p(t)> [16]

Since p(t) is fixed in the molecular frame, variations

resulting from molecular motions determine the time

dependence of <p(O)p(t)>.

For Raman scattering, the second-rank polarizability

tensor, a(2), is involved and the polarizability correlation

function is expressed in an analogous manner

[17]fa(t) = <c(O)cx(t)>
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Due to the second-rank nature, the polarizability tensor

(a(2)) can be split into a sum of two terms, an amplitude-

dependent and an angle-dependent term12'13. The time

dependent development of the amplitude-dependent part is

related to vibrational relaxation, whereas the

angle-dependent part, denoted as B, is assigned to

rotational relaxation.

2. Reorientational Correlation Functions

In the formalism of reorientational correlation

functions, it is necessary to determine the ways in which

the dipole moment and polarizability change when the

molecule rotates through an Eulerian angle. One general

approach5 , 1 3-15 is to describe the reorientation of the

tensor in question by the rotation of the molecular frame

with respect to the laboratory reference coordinate system.

This is done by expressing the Cartesian tensor elements in

terms of Wigner rotation matrices.

The derived reorientational correlation functions for

dipole moment and polarizability are given as16

1

fp(t) = |p( 2 gym)(t) [18)

m=-1

and
2

fB(t) = 1 |8() 22g() (t) [19]
m=-2
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The coefficients in these two equations, Ipm(1)I and 11m(2)I,

are spherical components of dipole moment and polarizability

derivatives respectively. They are related to the Cartesian

components in the molecular frame by5b,15 ,17

PO (1) = pz

pt(1) = ;2-1 / 2 (pX iPy) [20]

and1 3

so(2) = (3/2)1/21zz

81z(2) = 8zx iyz

822(2) = -(1/ 2 ) (8x - yy) [21]

Based on the small-step rotational diffusion theory o,

the reorientational correlation functions for IR absorption

and Raman scattering, gm(1) and gm( 2), are exponential

functions specified by the correlation time, Tm(1), and the

following results are obtained16

1
fp(t) = 2 Ip mI 2 exp(-t/r 1 l) [22]

m=-1
and

2

fi(t) = 1 13(M2 exp(-t/T(2)) [23]
m--2

For symmetric-top molecules, the correlation time, Tm(1), is

related to rotational diffusion constants by5b,lS

1/Tm(') = 1(1 + 1)Dl + m2 (DI - Dz) [24]
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3. Correlation Functions and Symmetry of Molecules

For molecules of C3v or higher symmetry, the following

relationships between spherical components are valid16

p (1) = pm(1) [25]

and

BM(2) = _ (2) [26]

Thus eqs. 22 and 23 can be simplified to

fp(1) = | pg(1) I2exp (-t /70(1))

+ 21p1 (")I 2 exp(-t/T1 ( 1 )) [27]

and

f1(2) = 180( 2 )j 2 exp(-t/r 0 (2 )) + 2|1B( 2 ) 2 exp(-t/r 1 ( 2 ))

+ 21B2 ( 2 )I 2 exp(-t/T 2 ( 2 )) [28]

Eqs. 27 and 28 show that a reorientational IR or Raman

correlation function of a band contour is a linear

combination of up to two or three independent time-dependent

functions with coefficients being the squares of the

spherical IR or Raman tensor in the molecular coordinate

system. In general one or more terms vanish due to symmetry

properties. By reference to the character table, the number

of nonvanishing m-mixed terms for a vibrational mode can be

determined from the point group of the molecule in

consideration via the transform properties of these
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spherical components shown in eqs. 20 and 21.

Consider E" vibrations in D3h molecules, for which

80(2) = (3/2) 1 / 21zz = 0 [29]

and

82(2) = -(1/2) (8X-8y) + i8Xy = 0 [30]

Hence the total reorientational correlation function is a

single exponential

fBE"(t) = 2B1 ( 2 )I 2 exp(-t/T 1 ( 2 )) [31]

For an E vibration in C3V molecules, however, the only

vanishing term is

80(2) = (3/2) 1 / 28zz = 0 [32]

and the total reorientational correlation function contains

two exponential functions

fE 3  (t) = 2181 ( 2 )I 2 exp(-t/T 1 ( 2 ))

+ 21 2 (2 ) 2exp(-t/T 2 ( 2 )) [33]

The above expression shows that the reorientational

correlation function for the E vibration of C3V molecules is

a sum of two exponential functions.
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4. Lorentzian Bandshapes

The small-step rotational diffusion theory 10 proposed

by Debye has been extensively applied to interpret

reorientational spectra from IR and Raman studies of various

condensed phase systems.16 The major conclusion from this

theory is that the reorientational correlation function is

an exponential function, fm(1) (t) = exp(-t/Tm(1)) , as stated

earlier. The form of the correlation function is completely

specified by the correlation time, Tmd(), which can be

obtained simply as the inverse of the half width at half

maximum intensity (HWHM), A, since an inverse Fourier

transform of the exponential function gives a Lorentzian

bandshape in the frequency domain, ILor(e) = A/[1 + (o/A)2

as expressed in the following equation.

I( ) = +.f..jexP(-t/r))exP(-i t) dt

2n J-e

= I exp(-AltI)exp(-i-1t) dt
2n J -aa

- ... J.exP[t(A-io))]dt + Jexpft(-A--i)]dt

AA 1 + 1 - AA 2

2 -A2 +(02

A
S +[34]
1 +(c /A) 2
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where A = l/T.

Combining eqs. 31 and 34, the lineshape of the E"

vibration of D3h molecules is a single Lorentzian, whereas

inverse Fourier transform of eq. 33 gives a sum of two

Lorentzians for the E vibrations of C3V molecules.

Therefore, the experimental evaluation of the band contour

of a doubly degenerate vibrational-rotational Raman E mode

yields a reorientational correlation function that mixes

indices m = 1 and m = 2.

5. Bandwidth Increments and Rotational relaxation

The bandwidth, A, employed throughout this research is

the full width at half maximum intensity (FWHM) in

wavenumbers (cm-1). Thus a conversion factor, rc, is

required to relate A and the correlation time, T, by

A = (rcT) 1  [35]

Through the correlation function formalism, the

bandwidth increment resulting from rotational relaxation,

Arot, is related to rotational diffusion constants by

combining eqs. 24 and 35

Am 1) (rot) = (lcl"m 1 )V1

= (irc)-l[(1 + 1) + m2(DI - D)] (36)
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C. Vibrational Bandshape Analysis in C3v Molecules

1. Inclusion of Vibrational Relaxation

After Gordon's introductory analysis of reorientational

relaxation from IR bandshapes in 196419, rotational

relaxation times or diffusion constants for various

molecules were first obtained on the assumption that the

overall observed IR band width can be attributed entirely to

rotational relaxation. Bartoli and Litovitz20 in 1971

showed that vibrational relaxation also plays an important

role in the broadening of vibrational lines. The

experimental bandwidth increment, A8,x, thus arises from the

combination of vibrational relaxation, Avib, and rotational

relaxation, Arot

Aexp = Avib + Arot 37]

Thus, it is necessary to correct vibrational band widths

before diffusion constants can be obtained. This correction

can readily be done experimentally by utilizing isotropic

Raman spectra20-22 of totally symmetric vibrations.

Theoretically, this feat comes from the tensor property of

the polarizability, a. A Taylor series expansion of this

second-rank tensor allows the vibrational-rotational

correlation function to be written as the product of an

amplitude-dependent and an angle-dependent factor12'16. The

time dependent development of the amplitude-dependent factor
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is assigned to vibrational relaxation, whereas the angle-

dependent factor is assigned to rotational relaxation.

2. A1 Modes

Determination of Avib

In Raman experiments, the isotropic spectrum (Iso) is

obtained from polarized and depolarized spectra(Ipo1 and

Idep) by12'
22

Iiso = Ipol - (4 /3) Idep (38]

Iiso is the angle-independent or orientation-independent

component of the scattered light resulting from vibrational

relaxation only. Therefore, the isotropic bandwidth is

equal to the bandwidth increment caused by vibrational

relaxation, Avib

Aiso = 4 vib (39]

Separation of Avib and Arot

On the other hand, the depolarized or anisotropic

spectrum arise from both vibrational and rotational effects.

The bandwidth term can be expressed as

Aanis .. Adep ; Avib + Arot [ 40]3
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From the above two equations, the bandwidth increment

results from rotational relaxation, Arot, can be obtained as

Arot =Aanis- Aiso [41]

It is concluded that vibrational and rotational parts

of the Raman scattering process can be separated both

theoretically and experimentally. This is an overriding

advantage to prefer Raman measurements over IR absorption

experiments in bandwidth analysis.

Evaluation of the Tumbling Diffusion Constant

Analysis of isotropic and anisotropic linewidths of

totally symmetric vibrations is a well established, reliable

technique to determine the tumbling diffusion constants of

symmetric-top molecules 12 ,16 ,2 0 ,2 1 . For A1 modes in C3v

molecules, m=0 and eq. 36 can be simplified to

Arot = (rc)V 1 6D( [42]

and the anisotropic linewidth is expressed as

Aanis = Avib + (c)~ 1 6D [43]

Substituting eq. 40 into eq. 43 gives
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Dl = (Aanis ~-Aiso )frc/6 [44]

This is a well established method to determine tumbling

diffusion constants. Researchers has combined this Raman

technique with NMR relaxation times23'24 or IR

bandshapes2 5-2 8 to study a number of symmetric-top

molecules.

3. E Modes

Eq. 33 shows that the reorientational correlation

function for Raman vibrations of E symmetry in C3V molecules

is the sum of two exponential terms. Assuming a

statistically independent and exponentially decaying

vibrational relaxation correlation function, fvib(t) = e-t/T,

the total correlation function for Raman E vibrations in C3v

molecules, FERaman(t) , can be obtained by inclusion fvib(t)

to eq. 33. It may be expressed as16

FERaman (t) = fvib(t) frot(2)(t)

= 2|I( 2 ) 2 exp (-t/Tvib) exp[-t/rl( 2 )]

+ 218 2 ( 2 ) 2 exp(-t/'rvib)exp[-t/T 2 (2 )] [45]

It is seen that FERaman(t) is still a sum of two exponential

terms with different coefficients in the spherical component

of the polarizability tensor, which dominates the Raman

spectral intensity.
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Hence the Raman lineshape of the E vibrations, derived

from inverse Fourier transform of eq. 45, is a sum of two

Lorentzian bands with the same peak center but different

bandwidths, A 1 (2) and A2 (2). Combining eqs. 35 and 36, these

bandwidwidths are related to rotational diffusion constants

as

Ai(2) = Avib + (irc) 1 (5D1 + D1) [46]

and

A2 (2) = Avib + (rc)- 1 (2D1 + 4DI) [47]

The relative intensities (areas) of the two Lorentzians is

given by 1 1( 2 )1 2/1 2 (2 )1 2 .

In order to calculate the spinning diffusion constants,

Avib(Al) obtained from the linewidth of the isotropic band

profile must be used to estimate Avib(E) since there is no

isotropic scattering from E vibrations. This is done by

using the proportionality, Avib 1/A2, predicted by the

Fischer-Laubereau IBC29 model via the relationship

Avib(E) = Avib(Al) [e(Al) /(o(E)] 2  [48]

In this expression, Avib(Al) is the isotropic width of an A1

mode involving the same motion as the E vibration, and the

second term on the right is the squared ratio of their

frequencies.
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In principle, various methods can be used to calculate

Di f both A1 (2) and A2(2) can be obtained experimentally.

Firstly, both eqs. 46 and 47 can be employed to evaluate D1

after Avib and Dl are determined. Secondly, D1 is can be

determined by solving eqs. 46 and 47 simultaneously.

Alternatively, one can combine the IR bandwidth A1(1) with

either eq. 46 or 47 to solve for D, analogous to Kim and

Lee's approach32 proposed for molecules of D3h. However,

all former research work14'20,30-32 failed due to the

difficulties in determination of A2(2).

Using the bandwidth of the narrower component, A (2),

to calculate D, is the key point in our approach. With D

obtained from Raman A1 modes and Av(E) from the

corresponding Av(A1), D1 can be determined from eq. 46 in

this manner

D, = (A1 ( 2 ). AVib)7rc - 5D( [49]

D. Theoretical Models of Molecular Reorientation

In an attempt to determine rotational diffusion

constants which characterize the molecular reorientation in

liquid systems, several rotational diffusion models have

been developed in the past years, from which it is possible

to obtain a priori estimates of the diffusion constants. A

comparison with experimental values permits determination of

the validity of assumptions on which a model is based.
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1. The Stokes-Einstein-Debye (SED) Model

The first model which attempted to describe the

resistance to rotation of a macroscopic sphere rotating in a

viscous liquid was introduced by Debye 10 . Similar to

Einstein's picture33 of translational motion of Brownian

particles, the reorientational motion was treated as

rotational diffusion in a continuous viscous medium ( the

solvent) opposed by impulsive torques produced by the random

interactions with neighboring molecules. As proposed by

Stokes35 , the friction constant is given by

e = torque/angular momentum = 8ira3n [50]

where a is the radius of the molecule and n is the viscosity

of that medium.

From comparison between rotational and translational

Brownian motion, Debye10 suggested that, for spherical

molecules, the rotational diffusion constant (Do) can be

expressed, analogous to Stokes-Einstein law,34 as

Do = kT/E [51]

where k is the Boltzmann's constant and T is the

temperature. The resulting expression is
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Do = kT/8tra3 n [52)

However, experimental evidence from many NMR relaxation

studies reveal that actual rates of rotations are much

greater than values predicted using this model
10 . Such

results indicate that the frictional restraint must be lower

than that represented by the Stokes coefficient. All this

suggests that the bulk viscosity D does not adequately

represent the viscosity at the surface of the molecule.

2. The Stick (Perrin) Model

The earliest hydrodynamic theory of anisotropic

reorientation was developed by Perrin36 who extended the

Stokes-Einstein-Debye (SED) "stick" theory of spherical

reorientation in a viscous, continuous medium. This model

assumes that the solvent sticks to the surface of the

molecule, thus creating a viscous drag which retards its

rotation. Perrin solved the Navier-Stokes equation37 to

obtain diffusion constants, given by:

Di = (1/fi)kT/8irr3f [53]

In this equation, Di = D1 or D, fi = f1 or f1 , D is the

original SED isotropic diffusion constant, k is the

Boltzmann's constant, T is the temperature, n is the

viscosity, and r = a/2, is the mean radius of the particle,

r = (ab2 ) 1 / 3 (see Chapter I). The correction factors, f,
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and f1, are dependent on the axial ratio, p = b/a, and on

whether the rotor is prolate or oblate in shape.

Unfortunately, this model of anisotropic reorientation in

liquids yields calculated diffusion constants, D and DM,

which are an order of magnitude smaller than experimental

values38 .

3. The Free Rotor (FR) Model

The free rotor model assumes that the surrounding

solvent does not stick at all to the rotating molecule.

Just as in the gas phase, there is no retarding friction and

the spherical molecule rotates freely at a rate controlled

by its moment of inertia. The diffusion constant is given

by3 9

DFR = (6TFR) 1  (54]

where

TFR =2n(41/360) (I/kT)1/ 2  (55]

TFR is the time for a "free rotor" to travel 410, I is the

molecular moment of inertia, k is the Boltzmann's constant,

and T is the temperature.

This model can be applied to symmetric-top molecules.

By replacing I with II and TFR with (TFR)i, one obtains
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D1(FR) = 1/[ 6 (TFR)i]. Similarly, D1 = 1/[ 6(TFR)IJ]is

obtained by replacing I with I, and TFR with (TFR)I.

4. The Slip (HZ) Model

Hu and Zwanzig40 pointed out that the discrepancies

between experimental diffusion constants and values

predicted by the SED and Perrin models arise from

application of the "stick" boundary condition in solving the

Navier-Stokes equation to determine the friction

coefficient. To overcome this deficiency, they introduced

an alternative "slip" theory in which the sole resistance to

reorientation is caused by displacement of solvent as the

molecule rotates. They noted that the slip boundary

condition with no tangential stress is probably more

realistic for rotation on a molecular scale. Like the

motion of a spherical molecule in gas state, the spinning

motion of a symmetric top molecule can be described by the

"free rotor" treatment with vanishing friction. However,

the tumbling motion is retarded since it requires

displacement of solvent molecules. Using the slip boundary

condition, Hu and Zwanzig40 solved the equation numerically;

the perpendicular diffusion constant given by

D1 = ( 1 /fHz) (kT/87rb3n) (56]

where b is the larger semi-axis length of the molecule, fHz
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is a numerical factor dependent on the axial ratio and on

whether the molecule is prolate or oblate. This Hu-Zwanzig

factor, fHZ, may be obtained from the reduced friction

coefficient, e*, in Table I of their paper
40. Although one

observes a marked improvement over the earlier stick model,

diffusion constants calculated using the HZ theory are

generally found to be significantly greater than experiment;

i.e. the slip boundary condition underestimates the friction

impeding molecular rotation.

5. The Microviscosity (MV) Model

To alleviate the discrepancy encountered with the

Perrin treatment, Gierer and Wirtz (GW)
41 modified the SED

model by introducing a rotational microviscosity correction

factor fGW, given by

fGW = [6(as/a) + (1 + a/a)-3-1 [57]

where as/a is the ratio of solvent to solute radius.

One limiting case, a8/a >> 1, corresponds to the "slip"

boundary condition in which the rotating molecule slips

through the solvent without retarding force (e = 0) and

yields the same treatments as the slip model. The other

limiting case, as/a << 1, generates the results treated by

the stick model and the rotating molecule experiences a

retarding force, e = 8Bra3n. In pure liquids, a/a = 1,
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which gives a microviscosity factor, fGW = 0.16; this yields

a friction coefficient with 16% of the stick value.

6. The Hynes-Kapral-Weinberg (HKW) Model

More recently, Hynes, Kapral and Weinberg42'43 (HKW)

introduced a new formalism, intermediate between the "stick"

and "slip" extremes, in which they incorporate a slip

coefficient, B, whose magnitude is dependent on the

frictional torque exerted by the solvent. B = 0 corresponds

to the slip boundary condition, whereas the hydrodynamic

stick limit is approached as B - o. The authors developed

an expression for the rotational diffusion constant and also

employed the Enskog collision theory43 to obtain an equation

for the approximate calculation of B.

Originally developed for spherical particles,

Tanabe44 ,45 made an intuitive extension of the HKW theory in

order to calculate the diffusion constants, D and D1, of

symmetric-top molecules. The modified HKW equations are

expressed as

Dl= (1/f)D 0 (1 + 3n/(B + an)] [58]

and

DI = (1/f 1 )Do[1 + 3n/B] (59]

In these equations, fl and f) are the Perrin coefficients36

and D0 is the SED diffusion constant. The quantity al can
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be calculated via the relation

P2/fHZ =o(1/f1) (1 + 3/al) [60]

The slip coefficient, 8, may be estimated from the Enskog

theory as

8 = [2ic/(K + 1) ] (2p12kT/r)1/2p2g12 (a12 ) 161]

M12 is the reduced mass of the solute-solvent pair; a12 is

the mean diameter, (a1 + a2 )/2, and p2 is the solvent's

number density. The radial distribution function, g12 (a12),

may be calculated in the manner presented elsewhere(4-12).

Finally, K = Iavg/mr2 , where Iavg =( 2 IX + I)/3 and m is the

molecular mass.

The extended HKW model demonstrates considerable

promise in narrowing the gap between calculated and

experimental rotational diffusion constants 2 4 , 2 7 , 2 8 , 4 5 , 46.
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CHAPTER III

EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

A. The Raman Spectrometer and Spectrum Recording

The basic configuration of the laser Raman spectrometer

is illustrated in Figure 2. The sample was contained in a

sealed melting point capillary tube which was inserted into

a Harney-Miller cell. Temperature regulation was

accomplished via liquid-nitrogen boil-off or heated air

flow, and measured with an iron-constantan thermocouple

adjacent to the sample. The irradiation source, an argon-

ion laser (4880 A), was focused into the sample and the

scattered light was collected through a polarization

analyzer and polarization scrambler into the entrance of a

Spex 14018 scanning double monochromator. Both polarized

and depolarized spectra were acquired at 900 to the incident

laser beam. Detection was accomplished using a cooled

(to -30 C) RCA-C31034 photomuliplier and photon counting

electronics.

Depending on the spectral intensities, slit widths (SW)

were set to get best resolution for various vibration modes.

Frequency increments (Au) were chosen to meet the

requirement for the convolution procedure, which is a

computational process employed to eliminate instrumental

40
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Figure 2. Basic components of the laser Raman spectrometer
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effects on spectral linewidths. The resultant signals,

intensities in photon counts per second (CPS), were recorded

digitally through an interfaced microprocessor (Apple II+)

and stored on floppy diskettes for further processing.

B. Raman VV and VH Experiments

The theoretical background in separation of vibrational

and rotational relaxations is discussed in Chapter II.

Experimentally, this is accomplished by the VV-VH Raman

experiment. Interacting with polarized incident light, a

non-spherical molecule can scatter both polarized and

depolarized radiation, as shown in Figure 3. In the Raman

VV experiment, polarized light is obtained, whereas

depolarized radiation can be recorded through VH experiment.

The isotropic spectrum, which is independent of rotational

relaxation, can be determined from a combination of the

above experiments by the standard relationship,

I iso(W)= Ipol((#) - (4/3) Idep(M), as expressed in Chapter II.

The emitted radiation (scattered light) is observed at

right angle to the laser radiation polarized in the

XZ-plane, demonstrated by vertical arrows (see Figure 3).

Polarized (vertical arrows in the YZ-plane) and depolarized

(horizontal arrows in the XY-plane) radiations can be

detected separately by orienting a polarization analyzer

(polarizer) properly.

In the VV experiment, the polarizer is parallel-
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Z

Y

x (a)z

Y

Figure 3. Polarized and depolarized spectral recording

(a) Parallel-oriented polarizer transmits
polarized radiation only.

(b) Perpendicular-oriented polarizer transmits
depolarized rediation only.
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oriented (Figure 3a) and permits passage of the polarized

radiation only. The polarizer is rotated through 900 in the

VH experiment onto the XY-plane (Figure 3b). This

perpendicular arrangement blocks the polarized radiation and

only the depolarized radiation enters the spectrometer slit.

C. Baseline Subtraction

The baseline correction of the recorded spectrum was

performed by 2-frequency baseline subtraction. Assuming a

linear function of the frequency, i.e. IsL(w) = a + bo, the

baseline was calculated from two frequencies which are

selected from each side of the band contour. The

coefficients, a and b, were determined by least-square fit

to seven points about each selected frequency. The baseline

subtracted spectrum, ISs(u), is obtained by

I =S(w) = exp(e) - (a + bo) [62]

D. Convolution

In general, the observed spectrum, Iexp, is a

convolution of the true spectrum, Itrue(u), and the

instrumental slit function, S(o), expressed as

IeXp() - fjtrue(I)S( -,)dd [63]

where a and w' are frequency displacements from the laser
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line. The convolution procedure is to find Itrue(w) after

knowing S(w) and Iexp () by best fit to eq. 7.

The instrumental slitwidth were measured, by passing

the laser line through the monochromator at various slit

settings. Filters, with an attenuation of 102 to 10 5, were

used to avoid damage to the photomultiplier tube. The

recorded signal from each measurement was well represented

by a triangle-shaped peak. The full width at half maximum

of this peak was measured as the instrumental slitwidth

(SW).

Assuming a normalized triangular slit function, a

19-point convolution was employed (Figure 4). At each

point, 1 i 5 10, the function value is thus given by

G(i) = SW~1 [1 - (10 - i)Ao/SW) [64]

where Aw is the frequency increment in spectrum recording;

and G(i) = 0 if (10 - i)Aw > SW. For i > 10,

G(i) = G(20 - i). Thus the integral is easily done via the

Simpson's rule.1

E. Bandwidth Computation

Preliminary calculations, baseline subtraction and

determination of isotropic intensities, were performed on

the microcomputer. After conversion to Fortran-format, the

data files were then transferred to a university VAX 11/785
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G(10) = 1/Sw

I I I I I I I I II I I

i I I I

I I I I I I I I I II I I
I I I I I I I I I II I I
I 1 I I I I I I I II I I

I I I I I I I I 1 I I I III I I

I I I mi

A exeimenta frqunc inrmt
SW = insrmna si with

G() I ) I W I A

SI I I i I

G()I =G(2 =1/S) 1 -BASW

i I I I I f

1 i iI 1 1i i I I I (

(i12 = G() = (1 1 /I Wi

G(11) IG(9)= (1/S)I(1I A/SW

i I I I I I I I I I

I i I 1i I I I 1 I I I 1 1 I
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SI I I f i i iI
i 1 I I I I 1 I I I I

I I 1i i I I I I i II I I i f iI

G1 G3 G5 G7 G9 G11 G13 G15 G17 G'19

+-- -- SW

Figure 4. 19-point slit convolution

A = experimental frequency increment

SW = instrumental slit width

G(19) . G(1) = (1/SW) (1 - 9A/SW)

G(18) = G(2) = (1/SW) (1 - 8A/SW)

G(12)= G(8) = (1/SW) (1 - 2A/SW)

G(11) = G(9) = (1/SW) (1 - A/SW)
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computer system through a modem.

The experimental intensities were fitted with

theoretical Lorenzian lineshapes. The curve fitting was

done computationally by a Fortran program using non-linear

regression to minimize root-meant-square errors between

experimental and computed data. Elimination of the effects

of instrumental linebroadening was performed by convolution

of the calculated spectra with a 19-point triangular slit

function. Therefore, the frequency increment set up in data

acquisition was limited by the condition, 10(As) > SW.

Computed bandwidths used to determine reorientational

diffusion constants were full width at half maximum (FWHM)

intensity. A diagram of these experimental procedures is

shown in Figure 5.

F. Vibrational bands Studied

Two Raman active vibration modes in C3V molecules are

A1 and E vibrations. Isotropic spectra of A1 vibrations

were obtained from Raman VV and VH experiments in order to

evaluate Avib, the bandwidth increment resulting from

vibrational relaxation. Anisotropic (depolarized) and

isotropic spectra of A1 vibrations were utilized to

determine tumbling diffusion constants, Dr. E vibrations

were studied to calculate spinning diffusion constants, D1.

1. Methyl Iodide

Presented in Table I are the vibration modes under
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Al MODE E MODE

POLARIZED DEPOLARIZED DEPOLARIZED

BS

ISO

ISOTROPIC ANISOTROPIC

BS

ANISOTROPIC

DATA STORING

( BASIC-FORMATTED DATA IN DISKETTE )

FORTRAN CONVERT

DATAFILE TRANSFER

W

( FORTRAN-FORMATTED DATA IN VAX SYSTEM)

CURVE FITTING

PEAK
POSITION

PEAK
INTESITIY

Figure 5. Diagram of experimental procedures

BS = Baseline Substrction
ISO = calculation of isotropic spectra

PEAK
WIDTH
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Table I. Vibration Modes of Methyl Iodide Studied
and Spectral Recording Parameters

Peak Frequency Slit
Designation Description Position Increment Width

(cm'1 ) (cm- 1 /point) (cm 1 )

C-I
v3 (A1 ) Stretching

CH3
v1 (A1 ) Symmetric

Stretching

CH3
v4 (E) Antisymmetric

Stretching

CH3

v2 (A1 ) Symmetric
Bending

CH3
v5 (E) Antisymmetric

Bending

526

2956

3 052

1241

1431

0.3

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

2.4

5.1

5.1

4.3

4.3
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investigation, together with spectral slitwidths and

frequency increments in spectral recording. Due to its high

intensity, the v3(C-I symmetric stretching) mode is 
most

often utilized for the determination of D1.2-4 Both

polarized and depolarized (anisotropic) spectra of this band

were acquired at various temperatures between 213 K and 297

K. Following baseline subtraction, isotropic intensities

were calculated from the standard relation for Iiso(o) shown

above.

The V 3 vibrational lineshape exhibits a prominent 
'hot

band' located approximately 7 cm1 below the major peak

center.3-5 Two different procedures were used to eliminate

the effects of this shoulder on the isotropic (vibrational

relaxation) and anisotropic linewidths. In the first

method, the spectra were plotted on graph paper and the

widths were extracted manually as twice the semi-halfwidth

of the high frequency side. The measured linewidths were

then corrected for the finite instrumental slitwidth (SW)

via the equation6

Acorr w Aexp[1 - (SW/Aexp)2 ] (65]

In this equation, Aexp is the experimental observed

linewidth and Acorr is the true linewidth.

Alternatively, the experimental intensities of both

isotropic and anisotropic spectra were fit by a model
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containing two Lorentzians with the same width, separated by

7.0 cm-1 . This value was determined to yield the best fit

of the isotropic spectra. The intensity ratio was

constrained to equal the theoretical value, I12/I01=2e-hV/kT,

according to the expression3

In-n+1 (n+1)exp[-(n + 1/2)hv/kT [66]

The calculated spectra were convoluted with a 19 point

triangular slit function to eliminate the effects of slit

broadening. Standard non-linear regression was utilized to

determine the 'best' fit parameter values which minimize the

squared error.

Temperature dependent polarized and depolarized spectra

of vl(CH3 symmetric stretching) were measured between

2925 cm~1 and 2975 cm-1 . The calculated isotropic

intensities are not affected by the neighboring v4(CH3

antisymmetric stretching) band, since the latter vibration

is completely depolarized. The bandwidths, AisO(v1), were

obtained via a fit of the isotropic spectrum by a model

including a single Lorentzian convoluted with the slit

function. The depolarized spectra of the degenerate

vibration, v4 , were measured from 2910 cm
1 to 3140 cm-1 .

The bandwidths, A1(2) (v4) and A2(2)(v 4), were calculated

utilizing a model incorporating two Lorentzians constrained

to have the same peak frequency and a third peak at lower
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frequency to account for the weak shoulder arising from v1.

Illustrated in Figure 6 is a representative curve fit. As

before, theoretical spectra were convoluted with a

triangular function to eliminate slit broadening.

In addition to the above experiments, spectra of v2(CH3

symmetric bending) and v5(CH3 antisymmetric bending) were

measured at room temperature (24 *C) for the purpose of

comparison of D, determined between different degenerate

vibrations. These two vibrations were analyzed in the same

manner as were v1 and v4, respectively.

Room temperature infrared spectra were also acquired

for the v5 vibration on a Nicolet 20-SXB Fourier transform

infrared spectrometer with a resolution of 1 cm~
1 . Since

this is much smaller than the v4 linewidth, no slit

correction was necessary. It has been found experimentally

that, for methyl rotors such as CH31
3'7 and CH3CN,8'

9 the

liquid (or solution) phase IR spectrum consists of a narrow

Lorentzian superposed on a much broader background,

extending well over 100 cm-1. It has been noted that the

latter background intensity is well chacterized by a second,

much broader, Lorentzian band centered at approximately the

same frequency as the narrower peak.
7 at present, the origin

of the additional absorption is not known. However it has

been suggested that it may arise as a result of Coriolis

coupling between the E and A1 CH3 stretching vibrations.
7

The spectrum was digitized manually and the intensities were
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Table II. Vibration Modes of Methyl Iodide-d3 Studied
and Spectral Recording Parameters

Peak

Designation Description Position
Frequency
Increment

(cxt-1) (cuf1/point)

C-I
Stretching

CD 3
Symmetric
Stretching

CD3
v4 (E) Antisymmetric

Stretching

498

2143

2292

0.3

0.4

0.6

Slit

Slit

Width

(ciif1 )

v3 (Al)

v1 (A1 )

3.0

3.6

5.5

|| |
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Table III. Vibration Modes of 1,1,1-Trichloroethane Studied
and Spectral Recording Parameters

Peak Frequency Slit

Designation Description Position Increment Width

(cmu 1 ) (cm1 /point) (cm 1 )

C13
v5 (A1 ) Symmetric 345 0.5 5.1

Bending

CH3
v1 (A1 ) Symmetric 2943 0.3 3.0

Stretching

C13

v7 (E) Antisymmetric 3010 0.6 5.5

Stretching
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therefore fit by the sum of two Lorentzians with the same

peak center. Calculated results of D, from the linewidth of

the narrower component, A1(1), also serves as a test of the

Raman technique employed in studies of reorientation

dynamics.

2. Methyl Iodide-d3

The vibrational spectra, studied as a function of

temperature, were the same as those in the experiments on

methyl iodide. The experimental slitwidths and frequency

increments are listed in Table II. All spectra were also

recorded twice at each temperature between 213 and 297 K.

Unlike CH3I, the Raman spectrum of the v3 vibration of

CD3I exhibits no noticeable asymmetry due to a 'hot' band.

Therefore, the isotropic and anisotropic intensities of this

mode were fit by a model composed of a single Lorentzian

lineshape. Since the depolarized v1 band is well separated,

the spectra of the degenerate v4 vibration were fit by a

model composed of two superposed Lorentzians with the same

peak center but different bandwidths, A (2) and A2 (2).

3. 1,1,1,-Trichloroethane (TCE)

In contrast to CH3I, it is well established that the

methyl group reorientation in 1,1,1-trichloroethane is

restricted by a three-fold barrier to rotation about the C-C

bond. 10 - 1 5  In order to further explore the utility of Raman

lineshape analysis to characterize the reorientational
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dynamics in C3v molecules, Raman spectra of the vibrations

of v5(CCl3 symmetric stretching), v1(CH3 symmetric

stretching) and v7(CH3 antisymmetric stretching) vibrations

in TCE were studied. The results, together with published

35C1 NMR relaxation time results,16 were used to determine

Dl, D1 and R (the internal rotation jump rate) as a function

of temperature in the liquid phase. All spectra were

acquired two or three times at each temperature.

Experimental slitwidths and frequency increments are

displayed in Table III.

Following baseline subtraction, isotropic spectra of v

were calculated from polarized and depolarized spectra via

the standard relationship expressed earlier. The linewidth,

Aiso(v1), was calculated from a fit of the experimental

intensities by a model consisting of a Lorentzian lineshape

convoluted with a triangular slit function.

Spectra of the doubly degenerate v7 vibration were

recorded at various temperatures. The intensities were fit

by a model incorporating two Lorentzians with the same peak

center, but differing bandwidths (A 1 (2) and A2(2)) and peak

maxima, convoluted with the slit function.

Tsai and Baglin17 determined the perpendicular

diffusion coefficient in TCE from the linewidths of the v3

vibration. Due to the low depolarization ratio (p < 0.02,

as measured in this laboratory) and the fact that the

depolarized spectrum lies on the wing of v7, the CC13
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symmetric bending vibration, v5 is chosen to determine Dl as

a function of temperature. Polarized and depolarized

spectra were recorded as shown in Table III and isotropic

spectra were also calculated via the standard relationship.

Rothschild et al.18 demonstrated, in an investigation

of the equivalent vibration in chloroform, that the

contribution of chlorine isotope splittings to the

vibrational bandwidth may be accounted for provided one

knows the relative displacements of the four component

peaks, 35013 (42.9%), 
35012

37 C1(42.O%) , 35C1 37C12 (13.7%), and

37C13 (1.5%); quantities in parentheses represent the

relative abundances and, hence, intensities. Using peak

separations reported by King 19 (1.5, 1.7 and 1.7 cm- 1 ), the

isotropic and anisotropic spectra of V5 were with a model

containing four bands convoluted with the slit function to

obtain the linewidths, Aiso(v5) and mania(vs) . Since the

relative intensities and displacements were fixed, the only

variable parameters in the fits were the peak center and

maximum intensity of the principal component and the

bandwidth. A representative fit is shown in fig 7.
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Figure 7. Curve-fit of the experimental spectrum of the v5
vibration in TCE.

A, B, C, and D: four component peaks of v5
Dotted curve: sum of A, B, C, and D
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CHAPTER IV

REORIENTATIONAL DYNAMICS IN METHYL IODIDE

Analysis of the isotropic and anisotropic Raman

bandshapes is a well established technique for the

determination of tumbling diffusion constants, Dl, of

symmetric-top molecules in liquids 1-3 as discussed in

Chapter II. In recent years, a number of researchers have

successfully utilized various methods of estimating

vibrational relaxation contributions (Avib) to bandwidths to

extract spinning diffusion constants, DI, from doubly

degenerate vibrations of molecules of D6h4 , 5 and D3h6-9

symmetry. However, attempts10-13 prior to this study to

determine D1 for molecules of C3v symmetry from Raman

spectra of degenerate (E) modes were unsuccessful due to the

more complex dependence (see Chapter II) of the bandshape on

Dl, Di, and Av.1-3, 13

In order to ascertain whether reliable estimates of Df

can be calculated from E vibrations of C3v molecules, Raman

bandshapes of v4 (CH3 antisymmetric stretching), v1 (CH3

symmetric stretching), and v3(C-I stretching) of methyl

iodide were measured as a function of temperature in the

liquid phase. The derived values of D, are compared with

results from room-temperature Raman and IR bandshapes of the

62
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v5(CH3 symmetric stretching) vibration and with the

predicted results of current theories of rotational

diffusion.

The same experiment was repeated on CD3I in order to

further test the capability of this new technique to furnish

accurate values for Di. Results obtained from Raman

bandwidths are also compared with D, calculated from 2D NMR

spin-lattice relaxation times.

A. Tumbling Diffusion Constants

As discussed in Chapter II, anisotropic bandwidths of

A1 modes contain contributions from the tumbling rotation

and from vibrational relaxation, Aanis = Arot + Avib, where

Arot = (6Dl)/(irc). 4-9  Since the isotropic spectrum is

independent of molecular reorientation, the isotropic

bandwidth arises purely from vibrational relaxation1 '14 and

the relationship, Adso(Al) = Avib(Al), is obtained. Hence,

tumbling diffusion constants can be obtained by the

expression,6- 9 Dl = rc(Aanis Ai.0 )/6. Experimental

spectral bandwidths studied at various temperature are

presented in Tables IV and V.

Contained in Table VI are the experimental diffusion

constants, D (exp) and D (exp), calculated using fitted and

manually determined bandwidths respectively. These

procedures are described in Chapter III. It is seen that

the values determined by the two methods are generally in
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Table IV. Temperature Dependence of Raman Bandwidths in

Methyl Iodidea

V 3  Vi V4

b c b c
Temp AA AAanis ABanis A A( 2  A2(2)p so 1.0sntoat 3.80 1 2

213 K 5.28
(0.02)

5.52 7.09
(0.14) (0.08)

7.50
(0.08)

230 K 5.11 5.35 7.35 7.89
(0.14) (0.08) (0.21) (0.23)

247 K 4.64
(0.04)

262 K 4.43
(0.05)

281 K 4.19
(0.01)

297 K 3.84
(0.08)

5.02
(0.06)

4.68
(0.06)

4.35
(0.07)

3.70
(0.23)

7.94
(0.28)

9.05
(0.28)

10.07
(0.38)

11.09
(0.07)

8.49
(0.15)

9.11
(0.06)

9.45
(0.11)

10.91
(0.06)

2.81
(0.00)

2.94
(0.03)

2.91
(0.01)

3.07
(0.00)

3.27
(0.00)

3.32
(0.02)

22.6
(0.1)

24.9
(0.1)

80
(26)

207
(79)

25.7 110
(1.7) (27)

27.5
(0.05)

27.1
(1.0)

30.7
(0.2)

144
(109)

107
(30)

95
(60)

a. All Widths (FWHM) are in cm-'. Quantities in parentheses
represent the deviation of two runs from the average.

b. Calculated y.ja curve-fit by two Lorenzians convoluted
with a triangular slit function.

c. Measured manually using the high-frequency half of the
band. Slitwidth correction was performed using the
equation of Tanabe and Hiraishi (reference 21).
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Table V. Temperature Dependence of Raman Bandwidths in

Methyl Iodide-d3a

Temp Aj9 0 (V 3 ) Aanis(V 3) Ai8o(v1 ) A1 (
2 ) (v4 ) A2(2) (V4 )

213 K

228 K

248 K

265 K

282 K

297 _

4.70
(0.02)

4.46
(0.01)

4.39
(0.02)

4.19
(0.02)

4.17
(0.03)

4.22
(0.04)

6.50
(0.04)

7.01
(0.04)

7.82
(0.06)

8.68
(0.09)

9.65
(0.05)

11.38
(0.48)

1.79
(0.01)

1.84
(0.05)

1.85
(0.03)

1.85
(0.01)

1.99
(0.02)

2.14
(0.14)

14.9
(1.1)

15.5
(0.9)

18.5
(0.3)

19.3
(0.2)

20.8
(1.1)

22.5
(0.4)

117
(10)

93
(15)

147
(30)

116
(61)

88
(31)

177
(60)

a. All widths (FWHM) are in cm1. Quantities in parentheses
represent the deviation of the two runs from the average.
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Table VI. Experimental and Theoretical Diffusion Constants

in Methyl Iodidea

Tc DlA(exp) D1
3 (exp) D1 (HZ) D (HKW) DI(exp)b DI(FR) D1 (HKW)

213 2.8
(0.1)

230 3.5
(0.4)

247 5.2
(0.4)

262 7.3
(0.4)

281 9.2
(0.6)

297 11.4
(0.2)

Ead

3.1
(0.3)

4.0
(0.4)

5.5
(0.3)

7.0
(0.1)

8.0
(0.2)

11.3
(0.4)

2.2 1.9
(0.12) (0.12)

6.8

9.9

13.6

17.4

22.9

28.2

2.1

5.9

7.9

10.5

13.0

16.6

19.8

1.8

170
(02)

189
(03)

189
(16)

197
(01)

187
(09)

203
(03)

0.20
(0.07)

170

177

183

189

196

201

0.25

32

39

46

52

60

65

1.1

a. All diffusion constants are given in units of 1010 s'1.

b. Calculated using D1B(exp) in eq. 46 of Chapter II.

c. Temperature in K.

d. Activation energy in kcal/mol. Values in parentheses
represnt one standard deviation.
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good semi-quantitative agreement, which is satisfying

considering the very different procedures utilized to

account for the hot band. The two activation energies

differ by approximately 0.3 kcal/mol (see Table VI) and both

are close to earlier reported values, Ea=1.8 kcal/mo115 and

Ea=2 .1 kcal/mol. 16

Comparisons of these experimental results to diffusion

constants calculated by current a priori theories of liquid

phase reorientation are made to evaluate the assumptions on

which these theoretical models are based. The equations and

calculational procedures 5 , 1 7-1 9 are presented in Chapter II.

From the reported molecular size and axial ratio,

V = 54.6 A3 and p = 0.69, for this prolate molecule,20

calculated semi-axial lengths are: a = 3.01 A and

b = c = 2.08 A. These yield the mean diameter, a = 4.71 A.

Moments of inertia, Il = 5.65x10-4 0 and I, = 118x10-4 0 g-cm 3 ,

were taken from reference 21.

The Hu-Zwanzig (HZ) slip model22 (see Chapter II)

assumes that the sole hindrance to molecular tumbling arises

from the required displacement of solvent. It is seen, from

column 4 of Table IV, that perpendicular diffusion constants

predicted by this formalism, D1 (HZ), are roughly 2-3 times

longer than experiment. Thus, the limiting slip theory

underestimates the torque impeding rotation of the symmetry

axis.

In recent investigations of the rotation of benzene and
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its trisubstituted derivatives, 5'8, 9 ' 17 ' 1 9 it has been

observed that the new Hynes-Kapral-Weinberg (HKW) model,23

as extended by Tanabe,17 (see Chapter II) yields superior

and, indeed, semi-quantitatively accurate estimates of both

Dl and D1 for symmetric top molecules. As shown in

Table VI, the theoretical diffusion constants, D,(HKW), are

somewhat closer to experiment than are values furnished by

the HZ model. However, unlike in the earlier studies, the

agreement is far from quantitative.

Tumbling diffusion constants for methyl iodide-d3 are

presented in Table VII. Both the interpolated room

temperature value, D(25 OC)=10.9x1010 s-1, and the

activation energy, Ea=8.3 Kj/mol, are quite close to the

results for CH3I, D(25 C)=10.6x1010 S-1 and Ea=7.9 kJ/mol.

The near equality of the tumbling rates of the two isotopic

species is certainly to be expected, based upon their

identical size and virtually equal perpendicular moments of

inertia.

B. Parallel.Diffusion.Coefficients

1. Methyl Iodide

The bandwidths of the E vibrational modes are functions

of Avib, D1 and D1, as described in Chapter II. Unlike A1

vibrations, there is no isotropic Raman scattering2'3'24 from

which Avib may be calculated directly. As discussed in that

chapter, the contribution of vibrational relaxation, Avib,
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Table VII. Temperature Dependence of Diffusion Constants

in Methyl Iodide-d3a,b

Temperature Dl(exp) D1 (exp) DI(FR)

213 K

228 K

248 K

265 K

282 K

297 K

2.8
(0.1)

4.0
(0.1)

5.4
(0.1)

7.1
(0.1)

8.6
(0.1)

11.3
(0.5)

120112
(10)

111
(08)

132
(03)

131
(02)

136
(10)

138
(05)

125

130

134

139

142

a. All diffusion constants are given in units of 1010 s-1.

b. Quantities in parentheses represent the deviation of the
the two runs from the average.
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to the v4 (CH3 antisymmetric stretching) vibration may be

estimated from isotropic widths of the v1 (CH3 symmetric

stretching) mode using the relation introduced by Tanabe.4 '5

Shown in the last two columns of Table IV are the fitted

widths of the two Lorentzian components of the Raman

spectrum of V 4 .

In principle, one may use either Al(2) or A2(2) to

calculate D, vi eqs. 46 or 47 in Chapter II, or may solve

the two equations simultaneously for both D and D1. As

seen from the deviations, displayed in parentheses

(Table IV), values for A1 (2) are in satisfactory agreement

for the two runs at each temperature. However, there are

very large inaccuracies in A2(2), most likely resulting from

their extremely large breadths and correspondingly low peak

intensities. It is also significant that the ratio,

A2 (2)/A,(2), is often greater than the theoretically limiting

value of four, derived from these two equations, for Dr -+ co.

Gompf, Versmold, and Langer13 observed this same

problem in their analysis of the CH3 antisymmetric

stretching vibrations in methyl iodide and other methyl

rotors. They attempted to resolve the difficulty by

introducing the Coriolis coupling25 constant into the

linewidth equations. Unfortunately, as they discussed, even

this procedure yielded physically untenable results. For

example, a decrease of D, for CH3I with increasing

temperature was found.
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It has been suggested13 that the anomalous behavior may

be due to Collision Induced Scattering (CIS),26 which is

known to contribute to the intensity in the far wings of the

Raman spectrum, broadening A2(2) beyond the value expected

on the bases of rotation and vibrational relaxation.

Therefore, the latter bandwidth was excluded in use. Only

A1 (2) (v 4) was utilized, with D obtained from v3 and Avib

estimated from isotropic v1 bandwidth, to calculate D1 (exp)

via eq. 46 of Chapter II. The results, displayed in

Table VI, exhibit a physically reasonable increase of D,

with rising temperature, in contrast to the earlier analysis

utilizing the widths of both components of v4.13

In order to ascertain whether reliable estimates of the

spinning diffusion constant can be calculated from the

degenerate (E) vibrations of C3V molecules, the Raman and IR

bandshapes of the v5(E), antisymmetric CH3 bending,

vibration at room temperature were also analyzed. The Raman

linewidths were A1(2) = 30.9 cm-1 and A2 (2) = 60.2 cm 1 . The

vibrational relaxation contribution, Avib(v5), was estimated

from the isotropic width of the symmetric band, v2, using

eq. 46 in Chapter II. With Aj30 (v2) = Avib(v2) = 4.44 cm1 ,

one obtains Av (v5) = 3.35 cm41. Application of eq. 46 with

A1 (
2 ) yields D1 = 203x101 0 s-1 at 297 K. Fortuitously, this

value is identical, to three significant digits, to the

diffusion coefficient calculated from the v4 bandwidth as

shown in Table VI.
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For the same purpose, the room temperature infrared

spectrum of V5 was also analyzed. The IR spectrum was fit

by a two Lorentzian model (vide supra), giving

AA = Ai(1) = 27.3 cm 1 and AB = 129 cm~1 . As noted in

Chapter III, the latter broad component, A, lacks a firm

theoretical interpretation. However, application of eq. 35

in Chapter II (1 = 1 and m = 1) to A 1(1) gives

= 

1) = Avib + (rc)~1(Dl + DI) [67]

Using eq. 67 with Avib(vs) and D from v3 , yields

D, = 214x1010 s-1, which is in remarkably good agreement

with the values obtained above. That the parallel diffusion

coefficients determined from analyses of the Raman spectra

of v4 and v 5 and the IR spectrum of the latter mode all

agree to within 5% offers a degree of assurance of the

validity of the calculational procedures.

As above, it is instructive to compare the experimental

diffusion constants with values predicted theoretically. In

the slip model22 of rotation (see Chapter II) spinning about

the symmetry axis does not require solvent displacement and,

hence, should be as rapid as that of a gas phase Free Rotor

(FR). Utilizing the equation for the FR correlation time

(equation 4 in reference 18) together with the expression

discussed in Chapter II, DI(FR) = [6r 1(FR)]
1, the spinning

diffusion constants can be calculated. As seen in Table VI,
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the agreement between D, (FR) and D1 (exp) is virtually

quantitative at all temperatures. The theoretical and

experimental activation energies are also equal to within

experimental error. These results provide strong supporting

evidence both for the unhindered parallel rotation of methyl

iodide in the liquid phase and that the experimental

spinning diffusion coefficients determined from Raman and

infrared bandwidths are physically realistic.

Shown in the last column of Table VI are diffusion

constants predicted by the HKW model.23 It is seen that

D1(HKW) a DI(exp) and that the calculated activation energy

is five times greater than the experimental value. Thus, in

contrast to earlier studies of oblate symmetric tops,
4 ~9

where D1 (HKW) ~ DI (exp), the model drastically overestimates

the viscous torques impeding the parallel rotation in this

prolate top molecule.

2. Methyl Iodide-d3

Spinning diffusion constants were calculated by the

same method as for methyl iodide. The bandwidths derived

from v4(E) in CD3I are given in Table V. It is observed

that A,(2) (v4) increases monotonically with rising

temperature. In contrast, as was found for CH3I, the larger

width, A2(2) (v4), varies erratically and exhibits large

deviations between runs at a given temperature. Both

experiments indicate that bandwidths of the wider and weaker
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component of E vibrations, A2 (2) (E) , in C3V molecules are not

suitable for the determination of spinning diffusion

constants.

As in the studies on CH3I1 Avib for the v4, CD3

antisymmetric stretching, band can be estimated from Also

for the similar v1, CD3 antisymmetric stretching, vibration,

using the IBC model2 6 of vibrational dephasing 4 ' 5 ' 2 7 as

before. With Avib (v4) estimated from Ad so (v1) , the

experimental results for A1(2) and Dl were utilized to

calculate the parallel diffusion coefficients at various

temperatures. The results are shown in Table VII

( DI(exp) ) and Figure 8 (curve (A)).

It is seen from Figure 8 that, unlike Dl, D, in CD3I is

approximately 30% lower than the results obtained earlier in

CH3I. The slower spinning rate of CD3I is indicated by the

significant smaller experimental value of A1 ( 2 ) (v 4 ) for CD3I

than that of CH3I at each temperature (Tables VI and V).

This result may be understood if one assumes that rotation

about the symmetry axis in methyl iodide is unhindered by

intermolecular friction and, therefore, inertially

controlled since I, is twice as great in the deuterated

molecule. According to the free rotor model,

Dg(CD 3 I) = (2- 1 / 2 )D 1 (CH 3 I) since DI a (I,)-1
2 . Indeed, as

shown in both Table VII and Figure 8, one finds virtually

quantitative agreement of the experimental diffusion

coefficients with those calculated from the Free Rotor model
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of reorientation. The calculated activation energy for DI

in CD3I, Ea=1.5  0.6 (90% confidence) kJ/mol, lies within

experimental error of the value for DI(FR), Ea=1.0 kJ/mol.

As observed in CH3I, spinning diffusion constants

calculated from the narrower band component of the doubly

degenerate v4 mode in CD3I are physically reasonable and

provide further evidence that reorientation about the

symmetry axis in liquid iodomethane is unhindered by

intermolecular interactions and determined solely by the

molecule's parallel moment of inertia.

It is informative to compare the diffusion coefficient

obtained from Raman bandshape analysis with values

calculated from the deuterium NMR spin-lattice relaxation

time, T1(2D), in CD3I. From an Arrhenius fit to earlier

reported NMR results,28 one finds that at 297 K,

T1 (2D)=5.31 s. For a deuterium nucleus, which has a nuclear

spin I = 1, the relaxation time is related to the quadrupole

coupling constant (QCC), X, and the reorientational

correlation time of the C-D vector, vc, by the expression:29

T-(2D)-1 = (3r2/2)X 2r0  [68)

The quadrupole coupling constant, X, is defined as29'30

x = e2qQ/h [69]
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where q is the electric field gradient, Q is the nuclear

quadrupole moment, e is the charge of electron, and h is the

Planck's constant. The correlation time, r , in turn, is

dependent upon Dl, D, and 0, the angle between the C-D

vector and the symmetry axis (107.60 in methyl iodide31),

via the equation32

Tc = A(6D1)- 1 + B(5D +D1)~
1 + C(2D +4D 1)~1  [70]

The constants in this equation are A=(1/4)(3cos2O-1)2 ,

B=3sin 2 0cos 2 0 and C=(3/4)sin 4 0.

The calculated correlation times and, hence, diffusion

coefficients are very sensitive to the chosen value for X.

There have been various measurements of the deuterium QCC in

CD3I from 2D NMR quadrupolar splittings in liquid

crystalline solvents.33-36 The reported values are found to

depend both upon the particular solvent and the method of

analysis, and range from X=159 kHz36 to X=18 9 kHz34. Using

this range of x, with Dl and T1(2D) at 297 K, yields

diffusion coefficients between DI(NMR)=99x1010 s- and

D1 (NMR)=217x10 1 0 s-1. When the mean value of the two

extreme QCC's, X=174 kHz, it gives D1 (NMR)=146x10
10 sQ1.

This value is in very close agreement to the result obtained

here (138x101 0 s"' at 297 K). Therefore, one may conclude

that parallel diffusion coefficients calculated from NMR
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relaxation times in CD3 I are consistent with those from the

Raman bandwidths to within the experimental error caused by

uncertainty in the measured 2D quadrupole coupling constant.

C. Summary and Conclusions

Through studies of the Raman lineshapes of the v1 (A1),

v3(A1) and v4(E) vibrational modes of CH3I as a function of

temperature in the liquid phase, it was found that analysis

of the narrow Lorentzian component (A1(2)) of V4, together

with vibrational relaxation linewidths from v1 and

perpendicular diffusion constants from v3, yields spinning

coefficients, DI, that are both physically reasonable and in

excellent semi-quantitative agreement with values predicted

by the Free Rotor model. The widths of the broader

component (A2 (2)), however, varied erratically between runs

and were often greater than the maximum value expected

theoretically.

Analysis of the room temperature Raman spectrum of

v5(E) gave the same value of D1 as that obtained from v 4 .

The infrared spectral intensities of v 5 were fit by a model

incorporating a narrow Lorentzian containing contributions

from reorientation and vibrational relaxation, superposed on

a second band introduced to account for the broad background

absorption. The spinning diffusion constant calculated from

the linewidth of the first component was in excellent

agreement with values from the Raman bandshapes. These
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results illustrate the utility of analysis of the Raman and

IR lineshapes of degenerate modes in C3V molecules to

determine parallel diffusion coefficients in this important

class of symmetric top molecule.

The same studies performed on CD3I reveals that, as

expected, this molecule is tumbling at virtually the

identical rate as CH3I. Experimental values of D, further

confirm the free rotor nature of the methyl group. The

results from Raman bandwidths are also in agreement, to

within experimental error, with D, determined from 2D NMR

spin-lattice relaxation times. The consistency of these

results provides evidence for the validity of using Raman

and IR bandshapes to extract spinning diffusion constants,

and lays the foundation for future studies of

reorientational dynamics in symmetric-top molecules.
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CHAPTER V

REORIENTATION AND INTERNAL ROTATION IN 1,1, 1-TRICHLOROETHANE

In contrast to CH3I and CD3I, it is well established

that the reorientation of the methyl group in

1,1,1-trichloroethane (TCE) is restricted by a 3-fold

barrier to rotation about the C-C bond.1-6  In order to

further investigate the application of Raman bandshape

analysis of doubly degenerate (E) modes to probe

reorientational dynamics, the Raman bandshape of v1(CH3

symmetric stretching), v5(CCl3 symmetric bending), and

v7(CH3 antisymmetric stretching) of TCE have been studied as

a function of temperature. Tumbling diffusion constants,

Dl, were determined from v5 (A1 mode); spinning diffusion

constants, DI, of the molecular frame were determined from

Dl, and published 35C1 NMR relaxation times. The internal

rotation jump rates, R, were then calculated from bandwidths

of v7 (E mode) using calculated values of D and Di.

Detailed procedures of bandshape analyses, including

the isotope-split v 5 band, are described in Chapter III. A

representative curve-fit of this band contour is also given

in that chapter (Figure 7). Experimental spectral

bandwidths of all vibrations studied at various temperatures

are displayed in Table VIII.

83
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Table VIII. Temperature Dependence of Raman Bandwidths in

1,1,1-Trichloroethanea,b

Tc Aiso(v 5 ) Aanis(V 5) Aiso(V1 ) A1 (2 ) (V7 ) A2 (
2 ) (V7 )

278 3.52 8.42 3.53 12.7 26.3
(0.01) (0.05) (0.01) (0.8) (1.9)

296 3.56 9.52 3.58 14.0 28.8
(0.08) (0.04) (0.09) (0.1) (5.0)

311 3.67 10.37 3.66 14.8 35.0
(0.30) (0.23) (0.07) (0.1) (2.9)

326 3.51 11.01 3.48 15.3 44.5
(0.02) (0.12) (0.01) (0.8) (13.3)

343 3.98 12.50 3.61 16.7 50.1
(0.02) (0.19) (0.04) (0.4) (2.6)

a. Quantities in parentheses represent the deviation of the
three runs.

b. Bandwidths (FWHM) in cm"1 .

c. Temperature in K.
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A. Molecular Reorientation

1. Tumbling Diffusion Constants

Tumbling diffusion constants were calculated, from

isotropic and anisotropic bandwidths of v5 (A1), via the

standard relationship, D1 = (lrc/6)(Aanis-Aiso), as before.

The results are presented in the first column of Table IX

and in Figure 9 (line[A]). The diffusion constants are

similar in magnitude to those reported, from measurements on

v1(A1), by Tsai and Baglin.
7 For example, they have found

D1=9.0x1010 s-1 at 298 K. Notably, however, the activation

energy obtained here, Ea(Di)=1. 6 kcal/mol, is far below the

reported result, Ea(D)=2.6 kcal/mol, by these authors. 7

The latter value is closer to the temperature dependence

predicted by hydrodynamic theories of reorientation,8 since

Ea(T/ )=3.0 kcal/mol.9 On the other hand, the activation

energy determined here from v 5 is in substantially better

agreement with results obtained from temperature dependent

dielectric relaxation measurements; Ea(TDi ) = 1.5,10

1.7,11 1.712 and 2.110 kcal/mol. At present, the basis for

the deviation in Ea(Di) from measurements on v1 and v5 is

not apparent.

Diffusion constants predicted from dielectric

relaxation, Dl(Diel) = (2TDie1)~ 1 , are in qualitative

agreement with those from Raman spectroscopy;

D1(Diel) = 12-13x101 0 s-1 at 298 K. 1 0- 1 2 The variation

between the results, with D(Diel) > D1 (Ram), may be
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Table IX. Temperature Dependence of Rotational Diffusion

Constants in 1,1, 1-Trichloroethaneab

Temperature D Di R

278 K

296 K

311 K

326 K

343 K

7.7
(0.1)

9.4
(0.1)

10.5
(0.6)

11.8
(0.2)

13.4
(0.3)

5.1
(0.5)

6.0
(0.6)

7.3
(1.0)

8.4
(0.9)

9.5
(1.1)

44
(07)

46
(D)2)

47
(03)

46
(08)

49
(04)

a. All diffusion constants are given in units of 1010 s.

b. Quantities in parentheses represent the standard
deviation of the three runs.
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explained if reorientation is not completely in the small

step diffusional limit since, in this case, TDiel < 3TRam'

2. Spinning Diffusion Constant

The correlation time, Tc, governing 35C1 NMR

quadrupolar relaxation in TCE is a function of D, D, and

the angle between the C-Cl bond and the symmetry axis

(0 = 1100 in TCE1 3 ) and is given by the Woessner equation1 4

(eq. 70 in Chapter IV). O'Reilly and coworkers15 have

measured T2 ( 3 5 C1) in TCE as a function of temperature in the

liquid phase and reported that T,=2.05 ps at 300 K and

Ea(Tc-1 ) = 1.7 kcal/mol. From an Arrhenius plot,

correlation times at the various temperatures were obtained

from their results. Combining these correlation times with

Dl from Raman measurements, spinning diffusion constants

were determined as a function of temperature. The results

are shown in the Table IX and in Figure 9 (line [B]).

It is observed, not surprisingly, that unlike the

methyl rotors, 1 6-1 8 D, is of the same magnitude as Dl in TCE.

The coefficients' dependence on temperature, too, are quite

similar with Ea(Dg) = 1.9 kcal/mol. It has been noted that

the trichloroethane molecule is close to spherical in shape8

due to the similar sizes of a methyl group and a chlorine

atom 1 9 . The ratio of semi-axis lengths of its volume

ellipsoid, calculated from molecular dimensions of TCE13, is

p = b/a = 0.94. Thus, the experimental results suggest a
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picture of a pseudo-spherical molecule rotating almost

isotropically in the liquid phase. It must be pointed out,

however, that Ea(Di) from the NMR data is sensitively

dependent upon Ea(Di). For example, if the tumbling

diffusion constant at 296 K is taken (9.4x1010 s 1 ), but

assumes, instead that Ea(D ) = 2.6 kcal/mol, then it is

found that Ea(DI) 0.3 kcal/mol. This latter value is

substantially below the following reported results:

Ea(Di) = 1.9 kcal/mol for CCl3 CN2 0 and Ea(Di) = 0.7 kcal/mol

for CDCl3 .21

B. Internal Rotation

As discussed in Chapter II, the Raman correlation

function for vibrations of E symmetry in C3V molecules is

the sum of two term expressed as:22

Gam(t) = Ae-t/TVibgl( 2 ) (t) + (1-A)e-t/Tvibg2(
2) (t) [71]

where A is a function of the spherical components of the

polarizability derivative tensor and Tvib is the vibrational

relaxation time. Woessner et al.23 have calculated the

functions, g)2) (t) and g2(2 ) (t) , for a symmetric top

molecule undergoing small-step diffusion with a superposed

internal rotation characterized by random jumps about three

equilibrium orientations at a jump rate of (2/3)R. If the

axis of internal rotation is coincident with the molecule's
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principal symmetry axis, then both functions are

exponential, g7( 2 ) (t) = e-t/Tj 2 , with

T(2) = [5D + D + R)-1[72a)

and

T22) = [2D1 + 4D1 + R] [72b)

Fourier transformation of eq. 71 yields the Raman

bandshape which consists of two Lorentzians with the same

peak center and widths (FWHM) given by:

A12) = Avib + (rc)-[5D1 + DI + R] [73a]

and

A22) = Avib + (rc)-[2D, + 4D, + R] [73b]

Avib=[cRTVibr1 is the contribution of vibrational relaxation

to the linewidth. It is clear from eqs. 73 that for a

system such as TCE where D ~ D, , one expects that the two

widths should also be of the same magnitude. Yet, one

observes from Table VIII that A2(2) is much greater than A1(2)

at all temperatures.24 It was found also in the earlier

investigations of methyl iodide (Chapter IV) ,16,17 and other

methyl rotors, 18 ,25 that the width of the broader component

of the bandshape is greater than can be explained solely on

the basis of molecular reorientation and vibrational
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relaxation. As before, the analysis is confined to the

narrower band component, A 12),

A comparison with earlier results (Table IV) and more

recent research18 reveals that A1(2) in TCE is markedly

narrower than the width of the equivalent E vibrations in

CH3 1 (,&1(2) 23-31 cm" 1) and CH3 CN (Al2 ) z 25-35 cm-1) .18

Thus, the restricted rotation of the methyl group about the

C-C axis is manifested by a narrower bandwidth of the

degenerate CH3 antisymmetric stretching vibration in TCE

compared to systems where there is no hindrance to rotation.

The contribution of vibrational relaxation, Avib, to

the v7 bandwidth may be estimated from the isotropic width

of the similar CH3 symmetric stretching mode, v1, as before.

Values of R have been calculated as a function of

temperature from eq. 73a, using the experimental results for

A1 2), 8i 0o(v1), D1 and D1. The results are displayed in the

last column of Table IX and in Figure 9 (line [C]).

It is also possible to determine R from 13C-H

dipole-dipole relaxation times, T1DD( 13C), using an equation

derived, for a vector which is imbedded in a group

undergoing an internal rotation, by Woessner and Snowden.
23

When the axis of the internal is parallel to the principal

symmetric axis, this equation is expressed as:
2 3

Tc = A/ (6D 1 ) + B/ (5D1 + D, + R)

+ C/(2D1 + 4D1 + R) [74)
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The constants in this equation are A = (1/4)(3cos2O)2 ,

B = 3sin2Ocos2O, and C = (3/4)sin4O0;0 is the angle between

the C-H vector and the principal symmetry axis.

For a methyl group, T1DD is related to Tr by2 6 , 2 7

(T1DD)1 =3[y(13C))2Ey(1H)]2(h/2f)
2 (rcH)-6TC [75]

where y's are nuclear magnetogyric ratios, h is the Planck's

constant, and rCH is the bond length. Experimentally, the

13C dipole-dipole relaxation time can separated from the

other relaxation mechanism by27

T1DD = (1.99/l)Tiexp [76]

where Tiexp is the experimental 13C spin-lattice relaxation

time and ' is the measured nuclear Overhauser enhancement.

Since y(13C) and y(1H) are constants, Tc can be calculated

from 13C NMR spin-lattice relaxation times, nuclear

Overhauser enhancements, and C-H bond length via eqs. 75 and

76. Thus, R can then be determined, using eq. 74, with

experimental values of Dl and DI, when 0 is known.

NMR relaxation times and nuclear Overhauser

enhancements have been reported at three temperatures in

liquid TCE.28 Taking the data in these references
28 (and

the standard bond length rCH = 1.09 A), the rotational

correlation times, Tc, at these temperature were determined.
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Together with diffusion coefficients interpolated from the

results of this study, and 0 = 109.470, the following jump

rates have been obtained: T = 283 K, R = 71x1010 s 1 ;

T = 311 K, R = 49x1010 s-1 ; T = 338 K, R = 61x1010 s-1. From

the results of a second NMR study,
29 it is found that at

T = 311 K, R = 43x1010 s"1. Hence, internal rotation rates

calculated from NMR relaxation time data are in general

qualitative agreement with those determined from the Raman

bandshape. The somewhat erratic temperature dependence of

the NMR results is most likely due to the non-linear

dependence of Tc on R, which causes the latter quantity to

be very sensitive to small errors in Tlexp and 77, the

Overhauser enhancement.

The barrier to internal rotation in TCE has been

calculated using a variety of different techniques. 1-6 The

resulting estimates vary widely and include: 1.7 kcal/moll

from relative microwave intensities; 2.7 kcal/mol5 from

calorimetric data; 2.8,3 3.0,4 5.15 and 5.86 kcal/mol from

the CH3 torsional frequency, Vtor. The dispersion in

barrier heights calculated from Vtor results from the fact

that this vibration is formally IR inactive and its

frequency must be estimated indirectly.

In principle, one should be able to calculate the

barrier, Vo, to internal rotation about the C-C bond

directly from the dependence of ln(R) on 1/T. However, the

variation of R with temperature (Table IX and Figure 9) is
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surprisingly, and perhaps anomalously, low. An alternative,

widely utilized, approach to estimation of the rotational

barrier is by comparison of the observed rate, R, to that

expected for a freely rotating methyl group,

Ro = (3/2) (kT/IMe) 1 /2 , via the equation: 2 9 , 3 0

R = Roe-Vo/RT [77]

Values of Vo calculated from the Raman results (and

IMe = 5.3x104 0 g-cm 3 ) range from 1.9 kcal/mol (at 278 K) to

2.3 kcal/mol (at 343 K). Barriers determined using jump

rates calculated from the NMR data28 ,29 are quite similar in

magnitude, varying from 1.6 to 2.1 kcal/mol. Thus, internal

rotation rates calculated from either Raman bandwidths of

the v7 vibration or 13C dipole-dipole relaxation times yield

rotational barrier heights of approximately 2 kcal/mol, in

support of the lower estimates reported in the literature.

It is illustrative to estimate the Raman bandwidth and

NMR relaxation time assuming, instead, that V0 ~ 5 kcal/mol.

At 311 K, for example, one obtains from eq. 77,

R = 4x109 s-1. With this rate, and the experimental

diffusion constants (Table IX), one calculates a Raman

width, A1(2) = 9.9 cm~1, well below the experimental value.

Similarly, one estimates the dipole-dipole contribution to

the 13C relaxation time to be T1DD = 8.4 s, below either of
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the experimentally observed relaxation times,

Tiexp = 12.5 s28 or 11.5 s.29 The measured dipolar

spin-lattice relaxation times are even higher (T1DD = 14.928

or 14.1 s-1 29).

Therefore, it may be concluded that the Raman and NMR

results are inconsistent with the higher barrier heights

estimated by other methods. One must exercise caution,

however, in interpreting the results found here

quantitatively since, as discussed above, the temperature

dependence of R from neither Raman linewidths nor NMR

relaxation times yields an activation energy equal to the

barrier height calculated from eq. 77.

C. Summary and Conclusions

Raman bandshape studies of v5, v1, and v 7 of

1,1,1-trichloroethane have been performed at various

temperatures between 278 and 343 K. Tumbling diffusion

constants derived from v5 bandwidths have exhibited a

temperature dependence in agreement with reported results

from dielectric relaxation measurements. Spinning diffusion

constants determined from bandwidths of the narrower

component of the doubly degenerate Raman v7 spectra and

published 35C1 NMR spin-lattice relaxation times are

similar, in both magnitudes and temperature dependence, to

tumbling diffusion constants. This indicates, as expected

from the molecular shape, a picture of a pseudo-spherical
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molecule rotating almost isotropically in the liquid phase.

The bandwidths of the narrower component of v7 spectra

have also been utilized to calculate internal rotation jump

rates of the methyl group. The results are in general

qualitative agreement with those determined from 13C NMR

spin-lattice relaxation times. Both yield rotational

barrier heights of approximately 2 kcal/mole, in support of

the lower estimates reported in the literature.

Bandwidths of the wider component of v7, as found in

studies of methyl iodide and methyl iodide-d3 , varies

erratically and exhibits large deviations between runs at a

given temperature. Raman bandshape analysis of doubly

degenerate vibrational modes confined to the narrower

component, however, provides a reliable methodology to

investigate the reorientational dynamics in molecules of C3v

symmetry.
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